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- PROSPECT PRODIORAT WAXED BLOCKS
- plastic bags x 100 g; - boxes x 400 g sacks x 5 kg and 10 kg Active substance: 0,005% Bromadiolone - anticoagulant on support of ground and waxed wheat.
The product contains BITREX.
Specific antidote: Vitamin K1.
INDICATIONS:
For controlling mice and rat infestations inside where is a high rate of humidity, houses,
stables and farm buildings, gardens, landfills, barracks, warehouses, wagons, containers, etc.,
including open spaces, gardens, seweges, river banks, garbage storing places. It can be places on
wet surfaces, where other rodenticides can not be used. Death occurs in 3-6 days after ingesting the
bait. The grain is heat treated to combat grain weevils.
MODE OF USE:
For use against mice in commercially available bait station or covered bait spots, and for rats
only in bait stations resistent to external actions. Place up to 40 g bait for mice, and up to 200g for
rats in bait stations at every 2 meters in case of severe infestation, and at 5 meteres in case of mild
infestation of mice and at every 5 meters for severe infestation, and every 10 meteres for mild
infestation of rats.Refill the bait at a daily basis, until consumption stops completely (2 or 3 weeks).
The death of mice and rats occurs after 5 to 7 days.
PRECAUTIONS:
P102- Keep out of reach of children.
P103- Read label before use.
P270- Do not eat, drink or smoke, when useing this product.
P273- Avoid release to the environment.
P501- Dispose of content/container by incineration.
P301+P310- IF SWALLOWED: call immediately a POISON CENTER or a doctor.
For occureing accidents by failure to comply with the instructions of use, the person who used the
toxic bait is responsible.
EMERGENCY TELEPHONE:
021/318 36 06 or 021 318 36 20/interior 235 (Monday to Friday, 8:00-15:00); National
Institute of Public Health, Bucharest
AUTHORIZATION No.:
RO/2013/0038/MRA/UK-2012-0612
AUTHORIZATION HOLDER:
PELGAR International Limited - UK
VALIDITY:
2 years, stored in it's original container, under the prescribed conditions.
MANUFACTURED BY:
SC PROMEDIVET SRL SOVATA
str: Lungă nr.46/G jud.Mureş
Tel/fax: 0265-570 831,
office@promedivet.ro www.promedivet.ro

